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10 Amazing Anime AI Art Generators in 2023
avamachina.com/10-best-mindblowing-anime-ai-art-generator-complete-guide/

Generating Anime AI art is the current rave on most social platforms like Tiktok,
Facebook, and Instagram. There is a large fanbase of anime lovers worldwide, and we
are confident you are one of them. 

 You do not need to be an artist or creative to use AI art generators. What you need are
your ideas and good images.

Anime AI art generators help you bring your texts and images to life by creating beautiful
art. Some of them are still in beta testing, but that does not mean they won’t give you
perfect pictures.

You must have come across people turning themselves into cute, beautiful, and
handsome-looking anime characters, and you are here wondering how it is done.

Magic is not the word you are thinking about; It’s Artificial Intelligence.

You are here because you want to turn yourself into an Anime using an Anime AI Art
Generator. You may only know a few applications and sites that offer this service.

Stick with us as we let you in on everything about Anime AI art generators and how you
can create your own.

https://avamachina.com/10-best-mindblowing-anime-ai-art-generator-complete-guide/
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Before diving into that, let’s learn what an Anime AI art generator is.

List of the best 10 anime ai art generators below:

1. AI – AI Art Generator
2. Midjourney
3. Crypko
4. Meitu AI Art
5. Arcane Style Transfer
6. This Anime Does Not Exist.ai
7. Novel AI
8. Niji Journey
9. Waifu Labs

10. Artbreeder

Get similar posts and other exclusive AI Tips that we only share with our
email subscribers?

What is an Anime AI Art Generators?

It is simply a tool that generates an anime art image or video from a user’s image or
video. These generators use trained algorithms to achieve high-quality art based on the
photos and videos given to them.

Illustrators, visual artists, and designers are about to have a run for their money with how
good AI art generators work. During the past few months, AI art generators have been a
trend on many social platforms, and some of you may have already used them.

Anime filters on Instagram and Tiktok give you low-quality images and videos compared
to the real deal – Anime AI Art Generators.

Several anime AI art generators use AI prompts to generate anime images.
 You can use simple texts but make sure that it’s error-free.

Prompts help you get your ideas across text-to-image. Some prompts can also be images
and videos.

To write good prompts, you must know how these AI art generators operate. Use
keywords that you want to see in your anime images.

We used simple prompts to get images from some AI art generators.

Some Examples of Anime AI Art Generator Prompts

 “Aerial view of the city, tokyo”

“cute girl, odd eyes, puppy ears, blue hoodie, chibi-style.”
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 “library setting, male with pixie hair, wearing an orange hoodie, magical powers,anime”

 “magazine illustration, female protagonist, cute facial features, simple blue background”

“girl, anime, red hair, pixie cut, school uniform.”

“man with goku hair sleeping in room with alarm clock at 5:30 with red pyjamas on, puppy
ears, hairy hands ”

“Anime lady holding a sword, dressed like a warrior”

“A boy doing magic”

“A girl with cat ears out of space, goat by her side”

“Girl in a rosy garden, pink roses, well lit up”

“A man walking his dog”

“A boy playing in the park, nightfall”

“A lady reading a novel”

“A boy at the gym”

“A lady walking in a lit up city, eiffel tower, chinese restaurant”

“A lady as a bartender”

“cyberpunk girl, holding Avenger hero emblem with blue diagonal cross complex,
cinematic, minimal fog, matte painting, unreal engine, renderer, 4K, terraria, simple, low
details, minimalism”

These prompts were able to generate us some wonderful images.

We experimented with various Anime AI art generators and will introduce you to the ten
most amazing platforms you can use in no particular order. Let’s help you generate
beautiful Anime AI art with the best applications and sites. 

10 Amazing Anime AI Art Generators For You

Art AI - AI Art Generator
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Art AI is an app that allows you to build and create AI generated art. It can be used to edit
photos and turn images into art. Art AI also has the text-to-image feature that allows you
to create unique and amazing anime art. 

It has a unique feature called, “painters” where you can choose the type of painter(image)
you want to create and copy through the edits of the painter.

Art AI is an app that allows you to build and create AI generated art. It can be used to edit
photos and turn images into art. Art AI also has the text-to-image feature that allows you
to create unique and amazing anime art. 

It has a unique feature called, “painters” where you can choose the type of painter(image)
you want to create and copy through the edits of the painter.
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It has a simple-to-use interface, walks you through what you can do, and gives you
examples of the type of effects you can look forward to seeing. You can use your images
to achieve astonishingly beautiful anime-like photos through its Artificial Intelligence. 

Here is the best part:

You can use your or anyone else’s images to create Anime AI art. This is the next level
because they can give you various options with over four images to your selection. 

It takes about only a few seconds to render the images and texts. 

Here are some prompts and images we generated with the app:

Prompt 1: “Anime lady holding a sword, dressed like a warrior”
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Prompt 2: “A boy doing magic in anime style”

Prompt 3: “A girl with cat ears out of space, goat by her side”
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Prompt 4: “Girl in a rosy garden, pink roses, well lit up”

Prompt 5: “A man walking his dog”
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Prompt 6: “A boy playing in the park, nightfall”

Prompt 7: “A lady reading a novel”
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Prompt 8: “A boy at the gym”

Prompt 9: “A lady walking in a lit up city, eiffel tower, chinese restaurant”
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Prompt 10: “A lady as a bartender”

Features

Works on apple and android devices

Free-to-download application
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Photo Editing

Art and Design

Pricing

The app is free, but some features come at a cost.

It has a weekly plan of $1.99 and a monthly plan of $22.99

Midjourney
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Mid journey is one of the most popular Anime AI art generators out there. Unlike some
other software and applications that use images, it uses texts to create anime-like
images.

Mid journey uses machine learning to create animated images based on textual prompts.
It is only available via Discord and has over seven million members. 

You can download Discord for free and join the Mid journey server. Once you join, you
simply have to go to the “newbies” section in the list of chat rooms. 

It would prompt you to accept some conditions and may give you an “I’m Not A Robot”
Quiz.

You are now ready to use the server. Type “/imagine” followed by the texts you want to
use to describe your image in the chat box.

Please make sure to not use banned words on Midjourney as they might kick you out of
the server. Always be wary of your word choice to keep the Midjourney community
healthy. 

 We created the image below using the Mid journey.

If you are looking to create a city view for your anime book or game then you can take a
look at this prompt we used: “Aerial view of the city, tokyo”

https://midjourney.com/home/?callbackUrl=%2Fapp%2F
https://discord.com/download
https://discord.com/invite/midjourney
https://avamachina.com/midjourney-banned-words-complete-list/
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 We created other images below using the Mid journey. Here is our prompt: “cute girl, odd
eyes, puppy ears, blue hoodie, chibi-style.”
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We also explored this prompt: “library setting, male with pixie hair, wearing an orange
hoddie, magical powers,anime”
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We did something cool with this other prompt: “cyberpunk girl, holding Avenger hero
emblem with blue diagonal cross complex, cinematic, minimal fog, matte painting, unreal
engine, renderer, 4K, terraria, simple, low details, minimalism”
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You can explore your creative side by creating images in HD and cinematic shots. It is an
amazing tool for anyone wanting to explore or have fun making anime art.

Features:

Available only on Discord.
25 prompts for free.

Pricing:

It is free for your first 25 prompts and costs $0.00. Once those prompts expire, you will be
asked to pay a subscription fee which varies. 

We have a complete guide from Midjourney Pricing to how to use and cancel Midjourney
subscription and if you are interested, check them out. 

The monthly subscription costs

https://avamachina.com/how-much-does-midjourney-cost-midjourney-subscription/
https://avamachina.com/how-to-cancel-midjourney-subscription-definitive-guide/
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While the yearly subscription costs

Crypko

Crypko is one of the best websites to develop your anime character. Crypko AI allows you
to generate anime portraits. 

https://crypko.ai/gallery
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It was founded in 2018 by the creators of MakeGirlsMoe. It is GAN (Generative
Adversarial Network)-powered, as you do not need creative skills to use their website.

You can edit the features of your anime characters by their face, clothes, and styles. If
you want to create a manga, book, or animated film, then you can use this website for
free. 

You must sign up by using an email, creating a username of four characters, creating
your password, and accepting their terms and conditions.

It has features like generate, fuse, attributes and variations which you can use to create
anime-like characters.

We generated a few anime arts using Crypko and here’s the results.

https://make.girls.moe/
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You can also give it a certain attribute of you choice.

We turned our anime’s eyes blue, gave her black hair and made her short.

Crypko does not need any texts to create anime characters for you. You can simply use
one of the existing images on the website to create a similar but yet so different anime
character.

You can also fuse two anime images together.
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We got these very beautiful anime arts below:
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Features:

It works on laptops and computers
Powered by GAN (Generative Adversarial Network)

Pricing:

You can create anime characters for free. You are entitled to 100cps, which is like virtual
cash. Once you use that up, it fills it up again after a certain period of time. You are only
entitled to 10 slots on the Freemium plan.
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To get up to a 100 – 500 slots, you will need to upgrade to the standard or premium
pricing plan.

 You are allowed to pay in Japanese Yen. Check the pricing here below:

Meitu AI Art

Meitu AI art is an AI-driven app that enables users to create beautiful anime-like versions
of themselves. Its artificial intelligence can detect your facial features with the images you
upload and gives you great Anime AI art lookalikes.

It was created in 2008 as a photo editing tool but gained more fame in 2017. Presently,
Meitu AI can be downloaded on Apple and Android devices.

Here are some images we generated with the AI ART features:

Original Image

http://www.meitu.com/
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AI Generated Image
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Original Image

AI Generated Image
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Original Image
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Original Image
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Features:

Collage making
Illustration generation
Over 200 original effects.

Pricing:

Meitu AI Art is a free app on apple and android devices but has exclusive VIPs functions.
It costs $32.99 yearly and $6.99 monthly.
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Arcane Style Transfer

Arcane Style Transfer uses images to generate Anime AI art by using a reference photo
of a famous person. Unlike other platforms that give you multiple choices, Arcane Style
Transfer allows only one type of Anime AI art per photo. 

It is a free site where you can upload a photo and match it with the image of a famous
person.

Below is what we did with the site with just one image.

https://huggingface.co/spaces/jjeamin/ArcaneStyleTransfer
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Features:

There’s a community
Face Align feature

Pricing:

It is completely free and does not have a limited number of uses.

This Anime Does Not Exist.ai

On your first visit to the page, you are likely to come across animated images in
slideshow formats coming at you one at a time. There is a creativity slider and a Speed
Slider. 

Gwern Branwen is known as the creator of this site. 

https://www.gwern.net/Faces#extended-stylegan2-danbooru2019-aydao
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The speed slider allows you to change the speed of the slide show. In contrast, the
creativity slider enables you to change the creativity of the image. 

The creativity slider is set from 0.3 to 2.0.

When you click on any anime image, it brings you to another tab where you can see
different variations of the images.

https://thisanimedoesnotexist.ai/
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You can pause the slideshow by pressing the spacebar key on your laptop or personal
computer. For the best use of this site, you can use your laptop or PC.

Features:

A slideshow of millions of Anime images

Pricing:

This site is completely free.

Novel AI
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You can now write AI comic books, novels, and blog posts with Novel AI. This software
allows anyone to create texts and images through artificial intelligence.

It has algorithms that match your writing style to make it appear as if you wrote a book or
comic yourself. The best part about this is that you can also generate images through
text-based prompts. 

For instance, if you want to illustrate an Anime Character, you must describe what kind of
character you need in the chat box.

Novel AI is a fun software and is only available on its website. You can generate Anime AI
art through this Novel AI. 

Here are some examples below:

https://novelai.net/
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Features:

Create AI-generated anime stories and anime images.
Create AI-generated novels, comic books, and short stories.
AI image generation.

Pricing:

The site has its virtual currency called “Anlas.” You can purchase it in USD. To access its
unique feature of Image Generation, you can buy any of the following: 

2000 Anlas for $3.79 
500 Anlas for $6.49
1000 Anlas for $10.99
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Niji Journey
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Fans of Anime are most definitely going to be excited about this one. Niji Journey creates
the best anime illustrations you can find around.

It is made by Mid journey and Spellbrush just for only anime-related purposes. It works
just like Mid journey and is only available via Discord.

You can download the Discord app and use the Niji Journey server link to enter the beta
on Discord.

When you join Discord, you will have to go to any of the #image-generation groups.

You type “/imagine” followed by the textual prompt into the bot so it can generate the
Anime character for you. You can use the U1, U2, U3, and U4 buttons to switch up to
your desired Anime AI art.

Here are the results of our generation using this amazing anime ai art generator:

https://nijijourney.com/en/
https://discord.gg/nijijourney
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The level of thinking that comes with Anime AI Art Generators is highly impressive!

Features:

Available only on Discord.
Creates Anime images only.

Pricing:

Niji Journey comes with a trail of 25 Anime AI art generations. So if you have a growing
addiction already, it has different monthly plans.

$10 a month gives you 200 minutes
$30 a month gives you 15 hours
$60 a month gives you 30 hours

You can purchase a subscription by typing “/subscribe” in any channel, and the bot will
send you a private link.
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Waifu Labs

Waifu labs use machine learning to create anime characters for you. You can have clear,
crisp, and crystal anime images.

It is an easy-to-use website created as a free tool in 2019. It is GAN-powered and already
has a set of anime pictures you can choose from. All you need to do is now:

 Select the portrait you intend to use from the choices available.

Choose the color you want to give your Anime character.

Choose the color you want to give your Anime character.

https://waifulabs.com/generate
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Pick your favorite pose.

Viola! You are done and ready to use your Anime AI-generated image.
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Features:

Available on the website.
It works best for female entities.

Pricing:

It is incredible software made for free.
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Artbreeder

Artbreeder is an anime AI art generator that uses machine learning to create images of
faces and nature. It develops artistic photos of people.

You can use the website by creating a collage of what you want your anime AI art to look
like. You would first have to sign up or log in to be able to create on the website.

Once you do, you can click on the “+” icon at the top right corner. It would give you two
options: “Collage” and “Splicer.” You can choose and start creating your animated images
from anyone the options are shown. 

With Artbreeder, you can create random images, create images with multiple genes,
reconstruct a face, and many more. 

We animated a lady’s photo using the “collage” option in the image below.

https://www.artbreeder.com/browse
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We created the images below using splicer:
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Features:

Available on website
Recreate images

Pricing:

It has various plans, which include:

The free plan costs $0.00 annually
The starter plan costs $8.99 annually
The advance plan costs $18.99 annually
The champion plan costs $38.99 annually
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Conclusion

Using an anime AI art generator is so fun and interactive. You can create the best anime
images for yourself, friends and family. Whether you are a fan of comics, manga, or
anime, these tools, and software listed above can bring your images and texts to life. In
case you want to learn more about ai systems and how they actually work, then check out
our article. 

If you are looking for the perfect Anime AI tools, you have just found them here! Let us
know if you have already created yours using any anime AI art generators. 

Thanks for Reading!

https://avamachina.com/build-your-own-ai-system-now-what-is-required-to-build-an-ai-system/

